METHOD OF INVERSION.
87
ART. 176]
175.    It follows at once, from the theorem, that two given orthogonal spheres invert into orthogonal spheres.
176.    Ex. 1.   The potential of a homogeneous spherical surface at a point P is 4irap or 47i-a2/>/CP according as P is inside or outside the surface, where G is the centre and a is equal to the radius.  It is required to invert this theorem with regard to an external point 0.                    *** .
" Since the product of the segments OQ,. OQf is constant in a sphere, it is clear that if we take k equal to the length of the tangent OT, the sphere will be its own inverse. When only one sphere occurs in the system this choice of the value of Tc will simplify the process, but when there are several spheres it will be more-convenient to keep the value of k indeterminate.
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If P is within the sphere, the inverse point P' is also within the sphere. By (4) •the density of the inverse sphere at Q' is equal to p(k/OQ')3, and its potential at P is 4<rrapkjOP'.
If P is without the sphere, P' is also without.    The density at Qf of the inverse
system is the same as before, but the potential at P' is        p . -^,.   Let G' be the
point on the straight line OG such that C and C' are inverse points. Then by the similar triangles COP, C'OP' we have CP. OP'=OC. C'P*. The potential at P' is
4?ra2p      k therefore -QQ-.-pp-
*"*IfM' is the mass of the inverse system, the relation between M' and p may be easily deduced from either of these expressions for the potential. JJjj&gJbhe ji£s& where P' is inside the sphere, we notice that since every element of the sphere is equally distant from the centre, the potential at the centre is M'/a. Hence putting P' at the centre and comparing the two values of the potential, we have M'=&Trpa-k/OC. Take the second, case, when P' is without the sphere, we notice that the potential aTa very distant point mustT6e*T53km divided by distance. By equating these two values of the potential, we arrive at the same value of M' as before. This value of M.' may also be easily deduced from Art. 170.
f- Taking both these results, we arrive at the following inverse theorem.
Let a mass M' be distributed over a spherical surface, centre C, so that its density at any point Q' is p (&/0Q')3, ichere O is an external point, and k is the length of the tangent from 0. Then p = Mfc/iTra2k, where c = OC; and the potential
c   1         7l/'
at any point P is Mf - — 7 or -j^,, according as P' lies within or without the
sphere. The points Cf and G are inverse points with regard to 0, and it is easy to see that Gf lies on the polar line of 0.
The potential of this heterogeneous spherical stratum at all external points is the same as if its whole mass M' were collected at C', and at all internal points is the same as if a mass M'cja were collected at 0.

